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How do you make decisions?



Do you guess or “use your gut?”



Yes? No? Sometimes...



How do other people do it? How do successful and growing 
nonprofits make strategic decisions?



If they guess or use their gut,
they’ll either get lucky or be wrong.



Today’s presentation is Meaningful Metrics:
Using Data to Inform Fundraising Strategies in 2017



But, first a little background...



Then I started the analytics team at MarketSmart2 years ago, I was a web developer at MarketSmartWe’ve since grown to help more than 1,000 nonprofits
analyze their fundraising data



We help nonprofits make sense of their data.



For example...



With visual representation of their key metrics...



Actionable insights into donor behavior...



And simple ways to compare year over year performance.



And we’ve earned coverage from a few publications...





But, it hasn’t been all smooth sailing...



We had some really bad metrics and reports at first...



But we worked with leaders in the field to iron out the kinks



And today, I’m here to share what we’ve learned along the way.



Meaningful Metrics:
Using Data to Inform Fundraising Strategy in 2017



Do you recognize this?



It came from here:
http://www.cfre.org/apply/exam-information/test-content-outline/



What we will cover today

Metrics to analyze for setting strategic goals
Growth
Churn

Effective ways to segment your database
Acquired donors
Lapsed donors
Downgraded donors

Measuring performance in real-time
Identify opportunities
Inform future planning

Let’s dive in!



Metrics to analyze for setting strategic goals



Donor & Donation Growth Rate
Net of gains and losses in giving from this year ÷ Total value of gifts received last year

http://www.afpnet.org/files/ContentDocuments/AFPFEPGlossaryTermsAppendix.pdf



Growth rate is most frequently associated with
Giving USA’s Annual Report.

https://www.philanthropy.com/article/Donations-Grow-4-to-373/236790



You may recall seeing headlines from last year...





This is exactly why you’ll want to have growth rate on hand when 
you are ready to set high-level fundraising goals.



What was your donation growth rate last year?



How about the year before that?



What about broken down by giving level?



Tracking changes in your organization’s annual growth rate can help 
you and your team set realistic growth goals for this year.



Simply subtract this year’s total from last (x-y).
Divide that number by this year’s total (y) and multiply by 100.

To calculate annual growth rate you need two numbers:
total donation revenue or donors from this year (x)
total donation revenue or donors from last year (y)

Next up...

How to calculate Growth



The speed at which ($) donations or (#) donors are growing (or shrinking) each year.

Churn

https://fundraisingreportcard.com/help/churn/



Why measure it?



Churn shows you how quickly your organization is
growing or contracting.



You may want to set a goal to “acquire 50% more donors in 2017,” 
but reviewing your churn might highlight that fixing your leaky 

bucket (i.e retention) is a more worthy cause.



Churn is simply a measure of acquired donors/donations and
lapsed donors/donations in a particular year.



If you’re net positive, it means you’re acquiring more donors
than those that are lapsing. You’re growing.



If you’re net negative, it means you’re losing more donors than 
those that you are acquiring. You’re contracting.



Either way, looking at historical trends in churn can be insightful 
when determining this year's fundraising strategy.



If things have been net positive for the past few years
you may want to build on that momentum...



If they’ve been negative you may want to refocus your
strategy on retention and finding the “right” donors.



To calculate churn you only need two numbers:
Total acquired donors/donations (x)
Total lapsed donors/donations (y)

How to calculate Churn

Simply subtract total acquired donors/donations (x)
from total lapsed donors/donations (y).

You now have your net gains or losses for the year.

Churn = x-y
Simple right?



One step further...

With churn you can answer important questions like…
for every $100 gained this year how much did we lose?

Putting it in context

Next up...



Effective ways to segment your database



There are a few different ways you can segment your
database to find insights in your donors behavior.



By giving level, i.e. looking at growth of
under $100 donors vs. $100-$250 donors.



By geographic region, i.e. looking at growth of donors
in California vs. New York. 



Or you can use my preferred method, by
giving segment & performance metric.



For example...



Acquired donors
Donors who had previously never given to your organization.

https://fundraisingreportcard.com/help/acquisition/



Why segment this way?



We all probably agree that newly acquired donors need some sort of 
special treatment to keep them retained.



I won’t get into the specifics, I’m not a fundraising professional.



But, having access to lists of acquired donors, broken down by 
giving level could allow you to...



Send highly targeted thank you letters.



For example, your thank you email for all newly acquired under $100 
donors in 2016 could be worded...



“Thank you so much for your contribution last year! This year 
consider renewing at $75 to see your impact go even further!”



Again, I’m not a fundraising professional, but you get the idea.



Check your CRM, do they export a segmented
donor acquisition report for you?



No, then use fundraisingreportcard.com.
It’s free.

Next up...



Lapsed donors
Donors from last year who did not give again this year to your organization (LYBUNT).

https://fundraisingreportcard.com/help/lapsed/



Why segment?



To create a strategic plan to recapture those lapsed donors in 2017.



Again, break it down by giving level.



Highly targeted appeals to recently lapsed donors with
specific ask amounts will help recapture lapsed donors.



Plus, segmenting with giving levels will help you focus on the most 
important lapsed donors that you need to personally reach out to.



For example...

https://app.fundraisingreportcard.com/dashboard/lapsed/



This organization lost 44 donors in their
$1,000-$5,000 segment in one year.



That’s 44 people to pick up the phone and call this year!



The same organization had...

https://app.fundraisingreportcard.com/dashboard/lapsed/



1,622 lapsed donors in their under $100 segment.



That’s 1,622 people to send that targeted recapture appeal to!



Again, check your CRM, do they export this report for you?



No, then use fundraisingreportcard.com.
Seriously, it’s free.

Next up...



Downgraded donors
Donors from last year who renewed this year, but decreased their amount of giving.

https://fundraisingreportcard.com/help/downgrade/



Segmenting your database by downgraded donors is interesting...



These are donors who were retained,
which is obviously a good thing.



But, for some reason or another they decreased their amount of 
giving this year. Why was that?



We can apply the same strategy from our lapsed donor segment 
here with downgraded donors.



For example...

https://app.fundraisingreportcard.com/dashboard/downgrade/



62 downgraded $1,000-$5,000 donors in 2016!



Those are 62 people to call, engage with and try to upgrade in 2017.



That’s the concept here with
performance and giving level segmentation.



It’s all based on donor behavior.



You could use a predictive model to help you
figure out who your best major gift donor prospects are. 



Or...



You could find trends in your donors’ giving patterns and behavior 
by looking at which performance metrics they fall into.



Your major donor prospects are probably all your donors who are 
part of your retained $250+ up segments, for example.

Next up...



Measuring performance in real-time



Identify opportunities
Analyze historical trends to find, track and measure patterns in donor behavior.

https://app.fundraisingreportcard.com/dashboard/growth



Analyze fundraising data month-by-month to get a
more granular look at historical giving trends.



Then, as 2017 continues, compare this year's performance to last.



Are certain events outside of your control going to effect giving?
Or do trends in your data suggest you’ll receive a spike next month?



Imagine the ACLU’s month-by-month Growth Report...



Sure, everyone on the ACLU development staff knows
there has been a huge increase in giving, and everyone knows it was 

caused by something that was entirely out of their control.



But quantifying it and tracking how long the growth lasts is 
important. Someone on the development staff might already be 

thinking, “How can we leverage this event next January?”



When you look at your month-by-month data you might realize that 
last year there was a spike in giving in June. What caused that? Can 

you reproduce that this year?



Dive into your data and identify opportunities.
Your donors giving trends might be trying to tell you something.

Next up...



Inform future planning



Analyzing your entire database is meant
to give you a “30,000 foot view.”



And, with that in mind, this perspective
will force you to ask questions.



Which, at its crux is the reason why data exists. To help you pose 
insightful and meaningful questions.



Let’s say for example that your acquisition report looks something 
like this… down and to the right.



But your donation growth report looks something like this,
up and to the right. 



What question does that force you to pose?



Should we double down on upgrading our existing donors, or should 
we invest more in acquiring new ones?



That’s the idea here. That’s where data can be beneficial.



In the past you may have not been aware that acquisition was falling 
as steeply as it has. You would have doubled down on retention.



But with simple, visual reports you know that your
donation growth is entirely dependent on a

few major donors which is too risky to depend on.



So, you rally your team around this data and you discuss it.



Then you make a strategic decision.



“Let’s invest in acquisition for the first half of 2017 through direct 
mail and Facebook ads.”



Segmentation is your friend.
You’ll notice that metrics differ when looking at giving segments.

Under $100 donor growth rate will be different from $5,000+ donor growth rate.

Applying these concepts

Analyze historical performance.
Are numbers trending higher or lower?

This helps you set realistic and attainable goals.

Graph everything.
Computers love spreadsheets, us, not so much.

Colleagues will listen when they can visualize changes.



Compare this...



To this...



3 simple tips to help get colleagues involved

Make it accessible (put the one thing you want someone to care about right in their face)

Guide them (data is data, use visuals to explain what it means and the story it tells)

Provide context (what question is this supposed to help them answer)



AKA, don’t make me think

https://www.amazon.com/Dont-Make-Me-Think-Usability/dp/0321344758



But, I’m happy to think!



With that in mind...
Please get in touch!

zshefska@fundraisingreportcard.com | 301-289-3670 | fundraisingreportcard.com

mailto:zshefska@fundraisingreportcard.com
mailto:zshefska@fundraisingreportcard.com

